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About the Book
Dive into four new stories about Narwhal and Jelly becoming 

substitute teachers! The two best friends come across an  

enthusiastic school of fish one morning. Unfortunately,  

Mr. Blowfish, their teacher, has come down with a cold, and 

class will have to be cancelled . . . until Professor Knowell  

(Narwhal) and Super Teacher (Jelly) volunteer to help out!  

The first subject is Wafflematics, in which Narwhal and Jelly 

calculate the number of waffles needed to feed the class. 

That’s what we’re chalking about! Next up is a super-fun  

science scavenger hunt, followed by a game of “Tag! You’re 

Awesome!” at recess. Narwhal’s teaching methods may be  

unconventional, but with Jelly’s help, the two teach (and 

learn) with their trademark positivity and humor. Before they 

know it, the day is over . . . but what grade will Narwhal receive 

from Jelly?
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Here are some ideas, activities and questions to consider after you’ve read the book:

Keep the Conversation Going:
 

∙ Round up your friends to play a game of “Tag! 

You’re Awesome!” at recess.

∙ Narwhal combines waffles and mathematics as 

something to teach. What is your favorite food 

to eat? What is your favorite school subject? Can 

you combine both elements into a new subject to 

teach your friends and family?

∙ Narwhal and Jelly’s fintastic fish friends like to 

speak in synonyms. Pick a few of your favorite 

words and try to come up with at least three  

synonyms for them. Challenge yourself and find 

five or ten more! (A synonym is a word or phrase 

that means exactly or nearly the same as another 

word or phrase.)
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ACTIVItY:
A school crest is a traditional way of visually representing a  

school’s most important values and traditions. Sometimes  

the crest includes a motto or the year when the school was 

founded. Did you notice the school crest on the title page of  

Narwhal’s School of Awesomeness? Think of your own School  

of Awesomeness and create your own crest by including  

symbols of things you would want your dream school to have.

Narwhal’s School of Awesomeness by Ben Clanton ∙ ISBN 9780735262546


